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THE COMPANY
Indie Mammoth PR is a digital publicity company

launched early 2020. Founded by Roel Wensink,

Indie Mammoth’s ultimate passion is promoting

awesome artists and their precious gems, getting it

the attention, ears, audience and recognition they

deserve. Delivering tailormade, creative and

personalized campaigns is our core belief. We work

with emerging artists just starting out, to more

established acts.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
XXXX asked me, Roel Wensink, to run a campaign to plug

his upcoming new release. The main objective is to get

more listeners, streams and fans on Spotify. The methods

we are using to reach these goals are: Spotify playlisting

campaign in which Indie Mammoth pitches XXXX’s music

to both independent curators and other playlisters.

Furthermore, Indie Mammoth is running Facebook and

Instagram ads, both as a presave campaign and once the

track is released. For this, Indie Mammoth will be granted

access to XXXX’s Facebook Business account as an ad

manager, will place a tracking pixel on XXXX’s website to

create a custom audience and later on, a lookalike

audience of new (potential) fans of his music, resulting in

algorithmic playlist adds, user playlist adds and

track/release/profile saves.
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TIMEFRAME
5-10 October discuss total budget

5-10 October discuss reporting

10-16 October discuss ad goals, ad

copy and visuals

17-20 October discuss timing of ad

campaign

20-22 October add Facebook pixel

22 October create custom audience

on FB ad manager

20-22 October grant Indie Mammoth

FB Business access

22-26 October discuss A/B testing of

ad copy and images/video

1-15 November create visuals and ad

copy

16 November start pre-save campaign

16 November first fase Spotify

campaign

18 November adjust ads based on

results

30 November 2020 release date

30 November second fase Spotify

campaign

30 November change ad copy

30 November create lookalike

audience based on first two weeks

14 December third fase Spotify

campaign

GOALS & OBJECTIVES
01

02

Grow monthly

listeners/saves/streams by

running a campaign for new xx.

03

Grow XXXX Facebook and

Instagram profiles.

Reach new and potential fans

by running Facebook and

Instagram ads.
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METHOD
The main objective of this campaign is to get more

listeners on Spotify. We’ll start this campaign by

discussing a total ad budget. Proposed daily ad

spend is $5 per social platform, or choose to only

use either Instagram or Facebook. First step

of the campaign will be determining the total

budget for ads. This is not included in this proposal,

as this is set on XXXX own Ad Manager

account. Second step is agreeing on reporting, both

for playlist plugging, placements as well as ad

reports. Third step is to discuss ad goals (more

listeners on Spotify), ad copy and visuals. We can

either create a video or images, depending on the

client’s wishes. We can also do both and see which

works best. Proposed timing of ad campaign is in

the timeframe above, but all dates can be altered if

the actual release of the XXXX is moved back to

early 2021. We also discuss ad copy here in more

detail (keywords, similar artists, genre(s), moods,

locations and other demographics). 

In order to track the people clicking the ads, we have to add a pixel to XXXX website

via the FB Ad Manager on his FB Business Manager. We also need access to access to

set the ads. To do this, XXXX needs to accept my request via his Facebook page’s

settings – assign roles. We will only request ad (related) roles and we won’t need

admin access, so we are not able to post content on his regular feed. Secondly, in

Business Manager’s Ad Account tab, click ‘Assign Partner’. The following number

needs to be entered there, choose a role (ad account admin, ad account advertiser,

ad account analyst) for us to be able to create ads: XXXXXXXXXXXXXX. Once that is

done, we will create a custom audience. Later in the campaign, once enough people

have clicked the link, we can use this custom audience to create a lookalike audience

of similar people with similar tastes and reach an even bigger audience. This is done

by Facebooks algorithms.
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METHOD
Next we (Indie Mammoth) create visuals and ad

copy, based on meetings with XXXX and

start the actual pre-save campaign on November 16.

Also on this date, we’ll start the first fase of the

Spotify pitching campaign, with more fases on

November 30 and December 14. On November 30,

release day, we’ll change the ad copy and link to

directly go to Spotify. For the Spotify campaign, we

will reach out to our network and also

contact ‘cold leads’ based on XXXX’s music and

similar artists. Furthermore we use different services

like XXXX, XXXX and more to submit to and find

new curators and playlisters.

The method above is based on the release of the

XXXX on November 30 and does not include XXXX.

A tailormade campaign including XXXX can be

made upon request. This also depends on the

release schedule of the new XXXX.

DISCLAIMER
Indie Mammoth can’t guarantee plays or playlist ads

because we don’t do payola and pay-per-play as this

is both against Spotify’s use of terms and bad for

XXXX. We want real listeners and not fake bots.

Because we have faith in our methods, we still

guarantee at least 5000 streams and 20 playlist

placements. If we are unable to reach that goal,

we’ll give a 50% refund of the Spotify campaign.
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PRICING
ITEM

4 week Spotify campaign 

4 week IG+FB campaign

Total

PRICE

$199.00

$70.00

$269.00


